Abstract. The Curry-Howard correspondence connects Natural Deduction derivation with the lambda-calculus. Predicates are types, derivations are terms. This supports reasoning from assumptions to conclusions, but we may want to reason 'backwards' from the desired conclusion towards the assumptions. At intermediate stages we may have an 'incomplete derivation', with 'holes'. This is natural in informal practice; the challenge is to formalise it. To this end we use a one-and-a-halfth order technique based on nominal terms, with two levels of variable. Predicates are types, derivations are terms -and the two levels of variable are respectively the assumptions and the 'holes' of an incomplete derivation.
Introduction
The Curry-Howard correspondence [US06, PCW05] connects logic with typed λ-calculus: predicates are types; derivations are terms; discharge is λ-abstraction; modus ponens is application; β-reduction is proof-normalisation. For example, 
where a has type A, p has type A ⇒ B ⇒ C, and q has type A ⇒ B. The λ-calculus supports 'forwards' reasoning, where we plug together complete derivations to form larger ones. However, we may wish to reason 'backwards': We start from an incomplete derivation of the desired conclusion and we work backwards to construct a derivation. Then we may have 'half a derivation', like as below left with a 'hole' called X:
Here, λ-calculus syntax is less helpful. X corresponds with qa in the complete derivation, so (being straighforward about it) the incomplete derivation corresponds with 'λa.((pa)X)'. But X is under a λ-binder and should be instantiated ; substituted for without avoiding capture. This is impossible within the λ-calculus. Most interesting logics are undecidable so theorem-proving is often interactive (like AUTOMATH [dB80] and its many descendents). This leads us to study calculi tailored to represent incomplete derivations.
In this paper we build on previous work by the first author and others on nominal techniques [GP01] and specifically nominal terms [UPG04] and one-anda-halfth order logic [GM07] . These were designed specifically to study binding (in unification up to α-equivalence, and derivation-schema in first-order logic respectively). They feature two levels of variables, freshness conditions, and permutations; details are in this paper, and in the work cited above. In this paper we extend this pallette of ideas to represent binding in incomplete derivations. We are reasonably ambitious in our choice of logic for which to represent incomplete derivations: we will consider first-order predicate logic; this is a significantly more complex target than propositional logic, and it leads to quite a rich syntax.
In the style of Miller [Mil92] , McBride's OLEG system [McB99] , and a collection of λ-calculi by Bognar [Bog02], we can represent X by f a where f is a 'normal' variable, perhaps recording in a context f should be instantiated; f λa.((pa)f a). A problem from our point of view is, for example, that the representation of the incomplete derivation above left is identical to that of distinct incomplete derivations above centre and above right, in which X is refined.
Another approach is to extend the λ-calculus with hereditarily parameterised meta-variables (hereditarily, since the parameters may themselves have 'holes'). This path is taken by Jojgov [Joj02] , and for a non-hereditary notion of parameters, by Severi and Poll [SP94] , and Bloo et al [BKLN02] .
Following one-and-a-halfth order logic [GM07] we propose an approach based on nominal terms [UPG04] . Nominal terms have atoms a, b, c, . . . and unknowns X, Y, Z, . . .. Crucially, substitution of unknowns does not avoid capture by atoms, and we reason on what unknowns do not depend on, rather than using parameters to record what they might depend on (a#X versus f a; see 'freshness' below). The first author, Urban, Pitts, and Cheney amongst others have argued in favour this approach [UPG04, FG07, Mat07, Pit02, Che05] .
(1)
⊥⇒A
(1) X:⊥⇒φ X:⊥⇒φ (2) X:⊥⇒φ, a:⊥; a#X X:⊥⇒φ (3) a:⊥, X :φ λa.X :⊥⇒φ (4) a:⊥ λa.xf(a):⊥⇒φ
On the left is a refinement of an incomplete derivation of ⊥ ⇒ A to a complete derivation represented by λa.xf(a). Here xf (for ex-falsum) is a constant representing ⊥-elimination. On the right is their representation as terms-in-context in one-and-a-halfth order Curry-Howard. Note that:
− Assumptions are represented by atoms. Types are predicates assumed. − Incomplete parts of the derivation, or (using terminology from the theoremproving community) subgoals, are represented by unknowns. Types are predicates to be proved. − Freshness conditions a#X, read in the literature as 'a is fresh for X' [UPG04] mean here that 'a must be discharged in whatever X is instantiated to'. This paper is 'just' about a type system for nominal terms. Has this not been done before? Not in a way that helps us for constructing Curry-Howard for first-order logic. A sorting system for nominal terms from [UPG04] is not suitable; it is designed to construct abstract syntax and atoms have sort 'the sort of atoms'. A typing system [FG06] is not suitable; types corresponded to propositional logic with quantifiers whereas here, we want first-order logic and; we also want to represent (∀I) and (∀E) (Figure 2 ) so terms may λ-abstract over and be applied to type variables and we require freshness for type variables.
Some words on what this paper is not: it is not proof-search [PR05, MS06] . We study binding in incomplete derivations, but not the act of stepping from one derivation to another. We also give no semantics to our syntax: There is no denotational semantics (Scott domains spring to mind; we would require an extended version, perhaps like FM (nominal) domain theory [SP05]). There is not even an operational semantics (reduction of derivations), though we do plan this for a later paper; see the Conclusions.
2 Terms, types, and Natural Deduction
Terms and types
We give definitions, then discuss examples in Remark 10 and Subsection 2.2.
Fix disjoint countably infinite sets of atoms A and unknowns. We let a, b, c, d, . . . range over atoms. We use a permutative convention; they range permutatively over atoms, so for example 'a and b' means 'a pair of two distinct atoms'. Similarly we let X, Y, Z, . . . range permutatively over unknowns.
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Fix atomic type-formers P, Q, R, to each of which is associated an arity ar (-) which is a nonnegative integer (0, 1, 2, . . . ).
Definition 1 Let types be: φ, ψ, ξ ::= ⊥ | φ ⇒ φ | P(
For example ∀a.(P(a, a) ⇒ P(a, b)) is a valid type if ar (P) = 2.
We equate types up to ∀-bound atoms. We write ≡ for syntactic identity of types. We write φ[a := b] for the usual capture-avoiding substitution action of b for a. Implication associates to the right; for example
Intuitively, types are first-order logic with the trivial term-language (a logic whose terms are just variable symbols).
Definition 2 Define the free atoms of φ as standard by:
Definition 3 Let terms be: r, s, t, . . . ::= a | X | λa.r | r r | xf(r).
Following [GL08] we identify terms up to α-equivalence of a in λa.r provided that r mentions no unknowns. 6 We write ≡ for syntactic equivalence of terms.
For example λa.a ≡ λb.b and λa.X ≡ λb.X. We may write (λa.r)t as r[a
We may write r r as r (r). Application associates to the left, so r r r ≡ (r r )r; sometimes we will bracket anyway.
Definition 4 A type assignment is a pair of the form a : φ, or X : φ, or a : * .
A typing context Γ is a finite set of type assignments, which is functional in the sense that:
If a : * ∈ Γ then a : φ ∈ Γ . − If a : φ ∈ Γ and a : φ ∈ Γ then φ = φ .
Similarly for X.
As is standard we may drop set brackets, writing for example Γ, a : φ for Γ ∪ {a : φ}. We use this convention later without comment. Intuitively, a : φ means 'a has type φ'; a : * means 'a is a type variable'; X : φ means 'X has type φ'.
Remark 5 We use the same syntactic class (atoms) to represent type variables and term variables. The typing context differentiates them; a : φ ∈ Γ means a behaves like a term variable; a : * ∈ Γ means a behaves like a type variable. We could make a syntactic separation between atoms that can have types (a : φ ∈ Γ ), and atoms that can appear in types (a : * ∈ Γ ). However, we would duplicate the treatments of λ-abstraction, application, and freshness. Our approach keeps the machinery significantly shorter.
Definition 6 Call a pair a#r of an atom and a term a freshness. Call a freshness of the form a#X primitive. Call a finite set of primitive freshnesses a freshness context. ∆ will range over freshness contexts.
Definition 7 Call Γ ; ∆ r a term-in-context. Call Γ ; ∆ r : φ a typing sequent. Call Γ ; ∆ a#r a freshness sequent.
We may write 'Γ ; ∆ r : φ' for 'Γ ; ∆ r : φ is a derivable typing sequent', and similarly for Γ ; ∆ a#r.
Definition 8 − If Φ is a set of types, write fa(Φ) for {fa(φ) | φ ∈ Φ}. − If X is a set of unknowns, write a#X for the freshness context {a#X | X ∈ X }. − Write b ∈ ∆ when b#X ∈ ∆ for all X.
Definition 9 Let the derivable typing and freshness sequents be inductively defined by the rules in Figure 1 . We use the following notation here and later:
− Side-conditions are written in brackets. − A ranges over typings or freshnesses, so A ∈ {r : φ, a : * , a#r}. − If a sequent --is not derivable we write --. − We write important(Γ ; ∆ r) for {φ | a : φ ∈ Γ, Γ ; ∆ a#r}.
If φ exists such that Γ ; ∆ r : φ is derivable, call Γ ; ∆ r typable.
Remark 10 We compare the rules in Figures 1 and 2: − Compare (T⊥E) with (⊥E). 'xf' stands for ex falsum. (T⊥E) corresponds with (⊥E) in a standard way. No surprises here. − Compare (T⇒I) with (⇒I). (T⇒I) does not discharge a : φ because r may contain an unknown X. We intend X to be instantiated to t which (because instantiation need not avoid capture) may mention a; see Definition 16. We remember a : φ in the typing context so that we can use it to build t, if we like. We can mimic (⇒I) using (T⇒I) and (Tfr). − (Tfr) is an explicit discharge rule. It connects b#r, which we can read as 'b will discharged in the (possibly incomplete) derivation represented by r' with actual discharge of b; after discharge, we cannot use b to construct any further derivations. As we just argued above, in the presence of unknowns it is convenient to separate these two notions. − Compare (T∀I) with (∀I). a ∈ fa(Φ) is intuitively 'a is not free in any of the assumptions Φ used to prove φ'. a ∈ fa(important(Γ, a: * ; ∆ r)) generalises this to take account of unknowns and freshness assumptions on them. − Compare (a#b), (a#b ), and (a#b ). (a#b) and (a#b ) are as in [UPG04] ; distinct atoms are fresh. In (a#b ) we account for the type of b. For example: a : P(c), X : P(c), c : * ; a#X a#X a:P(c), X:P(c), c: * ; a#X c#X a:P(c), X:P(c), c: * ; a#X c#a
Examples
The derivations below type terms representing derivations from the Introduction; one is complete, the other incomplete. At each stage the term being typed represents a (possibly incomplete) Natural Deduction derivation. Write 'Γ ; ∅ r' as 'Γ r'. Write Γ for a : A, p : A ⇒ B ⇒ C, q : A ⇒ B: 
Natural Deduction
We outline Natural Deduction and prove forms of soundness and completeness.
Definition 11 Call a finite set of types a (Natural Deduction) context. Let Φ, Φ range over contexts.
Write Φ φ when φ may be derived using the rules in Figure 2 allowing elements of Φ as assumptions.
8 In accordance with our convention, side-conditions are in brackets. As is standard, square brackets in (⇒I) denote discharge of assumptions; note that we may choose to discharge φ zero times (empty discharge).
Lemma 12 If Φ ψ and Φ ⊆ Φ then Φ ψ. Cut in natural deduction is no more than 'plugging the conclusion of one derivation into the assumption(s) of another'. However, now assumptions may be holes in incomplete derivations and we can 'plug' in a capturing manner. The rule (Cut) specifies that operation, and from Lemma 19 we have:
Theorem 20 (Cut) is an admissible rule.
Derivation-search (sketch)
If by 'backwards' reasoning we mean 'reasoning from conclusion towards assumptions' then the machinery so far is sufficient. To mix 'forwards' with 'backwards' reasoning we may need a little more; consider an incomplete derivation of A, ∀c.(A ⇒ P(c)), (∀c.P(c)) ⇒ B B (cf. (2) in Subsection 2.2):
Our syntax does not represent this as a single term-in-context because the 'hole' is not at the leaf of the derivation. We can represent this incomplete derivation as a set of sequents, all sharing the same typing and freshness context. Following theorem-provers and unification algorithms we present this as a set of goals, in rewriting style; the rewrites below can easily be converted into derivation trees:
Definition 21 Let Ξ range over finite sets of typings r : φ, a : * , and freshnesses a#r. We may call A ∈ Ξ a goal and we may call Ξ a goal set.
A ∈ Ξ has intuition 'we know A' -not 'we want to prove A' -but if A mentions an unknown X then what we know is incomplete and we would like to complete it, i.e. prove it. To derive φ from Γ ; ∆ we start rewriting from X : φ, Γ, ∆ for X not appearing in Γ or ∆, and we try to instantiate X. We can declare success when we arrive at a goal state of the form Ξ, r : φ such that Γ ; ∆ r : φ.
For example to prove B from A, ∀a.(A ⇒ P(a)), (∀a.P(a)) ⇒ B we can start with X : B, a : A, p : ∀a. We read off q(λc.(pca)) as our result. (3) is represented by the third line above:
X : B, a, p, q, pc, pca : P(c).
The following series of rewrites generates the derivation in (1) from the Introduction, also discussed in Subsection 2.2 (→ * is multiple rewrites): 
Conclusions
We have seen how nominal terms, with a typing system, can model 'incomplete derivations' in first-order logic. We use a 'one-and-a-halfth order' syntax, building on ideas from nominal terms and one-and-a-halfth order logic: atoms model variable symbols and can be quantified (we use atoms to model both type and term variables); unknowns model 'holes' in the derivation. This directly reflects informal practice, in which holes in incomplete derivations are instantiated (substituted with capture). We have tested our system on examples. We have shown the fragment without unknowns is sound and complete with respect to 'normal' derivations (Subsection 2.3). We have shown instantiating unknowns is sound, and explored what weakening means in the presence of the two levels of variable (Subsection 2.4).
This paper is part of a larger project which we expect to be a fruitful source of research. In roughly decreasing order of certainty, we envisage the following:
Curry-Howard supposes normalisation of derivations -this translates to an operational semantics for terms (Definition 3). This has to be more than 'remove all β-reducts' because, for example, the β-reduct in (λa.X)Y cannot be reduced. To address this, an investigation into two-and-a-halfth order λ-calculus is ongoing. This has λa and also a λX, substitution for X does not avoid capture by λa, and nominal terms style α-equivalence. This paper would then be a rather powerful type system (more than Hindley-Milner for example) for the λX-free fragment of two-and-a-halfth order λ-calculus; we are reasonably confident this would extend to λX.
The rewrite system alluded to in Section 3 can be viewed as an independent system and studied. On that topic, we can ask whether the ideas in this paper can be useful for the theory or practice of writing theorem provers. Perhaps the representation itself will be useful, but nominal unification is known to be decidable [UPG04] ; thus, nominal terms have some good computational properties which we may be able to exploit. Given the scale and complexity of modern theorem-provers, answers to such questions may take some time to emergebut the situation is also far from hopeless, since in the first instance only the prover's 'kernel' is involved.
Indeed, we can simplify the types to propositional logic (simple types; we drop the predicate part) and attempt to develop the rewrite system into a unification algorithmà la Huet [Hue02]. We can also try to enrich types in the direction of a dependent type theory and attempt to develop the typing rules from Figure 1 into a dependent type theory på samma Martin-Löf [NPS90]. This would be distinct from a dependent type theory with elements of nominal techniques [SS04], which treats atoms as variable symbols.
